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Examples of the
‘wild line’ in
Illustration can be
found anywhere these are just a few:
Graeme Gash
Jacqui Colley
Ralph Steadman
Michael Leunig
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Fig. 4

1
Source: The American Heritage® Dictionary of the
English Language, Fourth Edition

Copyright © 2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company.
Published by Houghton Mifflin Company. All rights
reserved.
2
Books printed in Europe from engraved wooden
blocks, with one block for each page. This method
developed by the 9th century A.D. in China.
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3
The author’s words to describe a freehand rendered
sketch incorporating a diverse and interesting line
often done with gusto and speed.

Illustration as deﬁned as ‘visual matter used to clarify
or decorate a text’1 is the subject of this study. The use
of illustration began before recorded history and was
parallel to the spoken word as the means of communicating before written language. In modern times, it
was the invention of printing and ‘block books2’ in the
15th century that opened the way for illustration as
we presently know it. Indeed, for nearly four centuries,
illustrations for print were produced by wood block or
metal etching, and only with the advent of photography
did the monopoly of this form of artwork cease.
ven after photography began to be used, illustration
was still more capable of rendering a broader range of
colour, line and concept until around the mid20th century, when technology allowed many
appealing options through the camera. Indeed,
the growing use of photography was put to good
eﬀect by many artists and illustrators, whose style
exploited photomechanical processes. Aubrey Beardsley
was one such artist, whose work was highly decorative
but featured ﬁgures and drapery in the fashion of a
posed photograph.
In quite a diﬀerent direction, and continuing
regardless of photographic inﬂuence, cartooning and
‘wild line3’ illustration continued to be the best method

of conveying more lively and sometimes, humorous
concepts. From political cartoons, to children’s book
illustration, this type of artwork has captured a speciﬁc
audience and found a place in commercial art from the
earliest days of print production. Even the advent of the
computer and the increasing range of software available
to artists today has not dimmed the immediacy and
appeal of these ‘organic’ forms of artwork.
The purposes of this study are to discover some
of those artists living and working in New Zealand
today, who are users of that more abandoned form of
illustration. There are many world-renowned illustrators
who are known for their jaunty and uninhibited style
– Quentin Blake, Ronald Searle and Ralph Steadman
in the UK, and Gary Larson, Dr Seuss in America, and
Michael Leunig in Australia to name a few.
In the early history of New Zealand there were many
illustrations and paintings done which reﬂect a strong
photographic inﬂuence in their attention to detail and
the beautiful and careful rendering of landscape or
posed subject. Charles Heaphy and Charles Frederick
Goldie, were two who painted in a more careful,
realistic style. Alongside them were artists of a diﬀerent
vein, cartoonists mainly, who with their wit and quick
line strokes were able to convey an idea or political

situation which went beyond the conﬁnes of a still
image. Ashley Hunter was the New Zealand Graphic’s
principal cartoonist through the 1890s. George Finey
(1895-1987) was an Aucklander who became one of
Australia’s highest paid cartoonists in the 1920s. His
very distorted caricatures would not be out of place
amongst contemporary cartoons, and in that way, this
particular style of illustration has a timeless quality 4.
[See ﬁgure 4]
It is evident just by looking at magazines and books
at the local bookseller that the art of illustration, in
this form particularly, is still appreciated and produced.
Even though the sphere of commercially-produced art
has broadened and expanded in numerous ways by the
increasing use of computer software and techniques
previously unheard of, this ‘organic’ style of illustration
continues to ﬁnd an audience.
The questions that the author hopes will be answered
by this study are:
How do these artists make use of the technology
available to them, if they do at all, and can they
make a living from their work?
Have their techniques changed from the original
methods used over the centuries to produce lively
illustrations?

How did they achieve their positions as successful
graphic artists in the area of ‘wild line’ illustration,
and what advice would they oﬀer one who was new
to the realm?
The illustrators I have chosen to interview have all
been published, and are all whom I consider to be ‘wild
line’ – some more extreme than others. I have found
them either by reputation, having enjoyed their work
for years, or by wandering the bookshops and searching for that quality of expression in their work that I
most enjoy. The internet was invaluable for providing
more details of their work and biographies, and contact
details. I was fortunate enough to meet Graeme Gash,
Ross Kinnaird and Trevor Pye and interview them in
person. The others were kind enough to answer my
questions in detail by email. I found some valuable
information about Gavin Bishop in an interview on
his website. I am sure I missed a number of ‘wild line’
artists out, in choosing only eight to draw information
from, but because the ones I did interview are successful
and working in diﬀerent ﬁelds, I am conﬁdent that they
are a good representation of present-day New Zealand
illustrators.

Ralph Steadman

It is to be hoped that
illustration in this purest
and oldest of forms is
still as strong today
in New Zealand as it
ever was, and that no
amount of ‘technology’
will render it impotent
and irrelevant.
4

Details taken from New Zealand Cartoon Archive 2002.
www.cartoons.org.nz
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Jacqui Colley

Techniques
– use of materials
– backgrounds
– software
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1

Graeme Gash

2

Jacqui Colley

3

David Elliot

4

Trevor Pye

New Zealand artists of the ‘wild line’ that were
interviewed for this study, each use a broad range of
styles for their illustrations. Or, as Ross Kinnaird puts it,
they are “broad within that narrow range of ‘wild line’
illustration.” By this, I mean that to achieve the loose
vital line in their illustrative work, they use (variously)
pencil, biro, ink pen, felt pen and paintbrush. The one common thread in the
application of that line would be immediacy (speed of application), and greatest
meaning out of minimal stroke. For each,
there is pleasure in tackling the fresh
challenge of a new project and considering
how to render it most eﬀectively. Unlike
producing a piece of ﬁne art originating
from the artist’s inspiration (and most, if
not all, are engaged already in this pursuit), producing
illustrations for clients as ‘paid work’ can be more conﬁning and limiting. More often than not, the story is
provided, sometimes even with some ideas for how the
illustrations should appear, and the style of the drawings
is suggested – often with the artist’s past work in mind.
When asked what pleasure there was in producing
hand-rendered illustration, responses ranged from:

‘the pleasure, when I’m working on something,
particularly if it’s really important to me, I’ll go
to sleep thinking about it and I’ll wake up and
jump out of bed and see what point I got to,
and I like having that in my life. That degree of
intensity or interest in what I’m doing.’ 1

‘It’s like friends over for a lovely
intimate dinner. It’s somehow intense,
wonderfully heartwarming, rewarding,
valuable, great pleasure.’ 2
‘immense pleasure. . .although not without some
pain and frustration at times as well. There is a
wonderful challenge. . . a treasure hunt.’ 3
through to a more prosaic:
‘It depends on the job or the story. Sometimes
you get a kick out of the story, and sometimes
(it’s) just production line.’4

All of the illustrators interviewed are involved in
a wide range of creative pursuits; from music, drama,
puppet theatre, through to dance. They also all have a
deep satisfaction in ‘ﬁne art’ already. From sculpture
through to large oil or acrylic paintings, the breadth of
involvement and enjoyment in expressing themselves
in these ways was obvious and in all cases, apparent
from an early age. Neither was the distinction between
what was done purely for pleasure and what was paid
work particularly clear. Graeme Gash has produced
two children’s books recently that reﬂect the style of the
paintings he does, and he did these books for his own
enjoyment more than for any expectation of monetary
return. In his own words he says:

tends to go with watercolours and pastels and coloured
pencils now, rather than inks, which disappointed him
when they faded after a couple of years. He develops his
drawings at ﬁrst, getting hold of the concept and then
developing it further and stretching it until he is happy
with it. When he is happy with it, he throws it away!
Because at this point he is relaxed, knowing that in his
back pocket he has something that’s quite good. He
ﬁnds great freedom in letting the ﬁrst sketch go, because
starting the ﬁnal illustration from that point, ‘you don’t
really care what you’re doing so you’ll try anything.”
Applying his lines to paper now, he’ll stretch the
boundaries further and usually comes up with something that is a lot more extreme than his ﬁrst eﬀort.

“I must have drawn the whole set of the book eight times, probably because my attitude
to book illustration is that I’m doing it for the love, because it sure as hell doesn’t pay.
So I was prepared to do that, but by the time I’d got to my eighth set of drawings they
didn’t much resemble the ﬁrst lot. They were way more interesting.”
Graeme’s wonderfully exaggerated ‘wild line’ illustrations (as seen more often in Glengarry Wineletters)
go through an interesting process of evolution before
they reach ﬁnal production. He used to use inks, but

Jacqui Colley explains her own process when she
did the drawings for the children’s book ‘Uncle Jack’
which uses a lovely, rich black ink and white gesso on
thick brown paper. “The less fussing the better. I need
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David Elliot

to have thought the story through completely and well
to ensure I understand what I’m saying. All the players
and their roles, the mood, the moment. It’s really like
setting a stage with the performers, hearing the music,
knowing your role and lines and the voice of the story.
I always serve the story. I need to understand what
the broader story is about to perform; only then am
I truly conﬁdent. I will
have done a series of small
thumbnails that actually
outline the thinking, (see
ﬁg. 5) and then, once
the ink hits the paper, it’s
showtime.”
This speed and vigour in rendering that ﬁnal ‘wild
line’ has come out of a process of much thought and
communication, both with the author or client, and
small thumbnails or initial concept sketches. It is a
pattern that was repeated in all the interviews with
the illustrators contributing to this study. The ﬁnal
linework may have been drawn with quite fast, but the
concepts behind the work are well thought out and
produced as thumbnails or pencil sketches beforehand.
The whole process from initial sketch to ﬁnal illustration is enjoyed as much for its tactile involvement as it

is for the excitement of opening up a ‘diﬀerent world’.
“I have accumulated quite extensive resources i.e.
books and collections of photographs and anatomical
drawings, (especially of animals). My ﬁrst drafts are
often spontaneous in terms of overall feel and/or pose
or setting but then I will use models of both objects and
ﬁgures when I need more information.”6

“One of the most enjoyable things
about illustration is the research and
the different worlds it opens up.” 6
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Not all illustrators work from loose, spontaneous
roughs through to tighter, more detailed drawings. For
Ross Kinnaird, years of drawing and cartooning have
resulted in a cartoony, less realistic style, and as he said:
“I’m starting to draw more and more without thinking
about it. Drawing more like a child. I ﬁgured the less
I actually think about it, and worry about it, and fret
about it, the better the work is. If I spent a day on a
drawing and do it ten diﬀerent ways, and research it and
ﬁnd pictures of what it (an animal) should actually look
like, it doesn’t seem to work as well.” Ross considers it

to be important to know all the basics (of drawing) ﬁrst,
and then unlearn them. You need to know how to draw
properly in order to deconstruct it.
Although this sounds like a contradiction of the
earlier comments about the need for planning and
concept sketches, the process of developing ideas and
understanding their medium has been evolving in these
artists for years.
Graeme Gash put it succinctly when he said, “There’s
one important philosophy that I do maintain, because
I tend to try and stretch the envelope in terms of how
things look. I can draw realistically. I grew up much like
(and I’m not comparing myself at all!) Picasso, who,
when he was 14, could draw a perfect picture, and then
he sort of de-evolved himself for the rest of his life.”
Chris Slane says of his political cartoons: “when I
draw a politician for the ﬁrst time, it starts real and gets
further and further out. I want to reduce them down to
more of a logo or cipher.”
Trevor Pye describes his style as being as much about
tone, and form, as about line. Trevor is involved in
painting and sculpture, as well as illustration and considers the range of his style in book illustration to be not
that broad. Once again, though, his wild line has come
out of “getting lines down minimally and as quickly as

possible. I love the astonishment I get out of generating
meaning with the minimum amount of information
with line.” He used to use the pen, but more recently
uses a ballpoint pen for its speed. His background doing
storyboards for children’s television programmes meant
that he learnt to illustrate quite quickly.

“If it’s laborious or slow the thing dies on me.”
The process of preparing illustration for a client is
similar in all instances. Pencil roughs go to the publisher, any changes are made if they need to be, and
often a light box is used to trace those images oﬀ onto
ﬁnal illustration board or paper.
Ross Kinnaird used cartridge paper, at one stage
photocopying directly onto the paper, “which gives a
blacker line” and colouring by hand, touching up if
need be in PhotoShop. Nowadays he has returned to
brush and ink and some black, waxy pencils that give
a dark line. The colours are done in ink. Graeme Gash
takes his approved pencil sketches, graphites on to the
back of them, and then transfers it onto illustration
board (similar to using carbon paper underneath, and
drawing over the linework again on the top sheet).
Chris Slane works his cartoons through a process of

Eddie Booth
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Comments by Eddie Booth about Warren Mahy

pencil, ink and then watercolour, only scanning them
at the ﬁnal stage. He uses PhotoShop to retouch his
illustrations after they have been rendered by hand.
One ‘wild line’ artist who involves the computer
more in the process of illustration, is Eddie Booth.
Eddie who reluctantly acknowledges that he has a
‘cartoonist’ tag, renders the linework by hand, after the
drawing has been sketched and approved by the client.
He generally colorises his pictures in PhotoShop, once
the ﬁnished linework has been scanned.
y contrast, David Elliot considers himself ‘too
much of an old dog to be learning new tricks.’
He really only uses the computer for communication and reference, also to scan his ﬁnal
images in for sending to his publisher in New
York. He is ‘very much a hands-on, rough sketches’ artist, taking his illustrations through various permutations
to ﬁnished drawing. David loves drawing on paper, with
a biro usually in the early stages, and since his work is
mostly in black and white, it is usually only a matter
of translating the ﬁnished art into more permanent
ink when the job is approved. He uses PhotoShop as a
means of viewing his roughs to see them more objectively, by ‘ﬂipping them when I’m losing the ability to
look at the image objectively.’

Regardless of the techniques used in attaining the
‘wild line’ by hand, all the artists questioned used
computer software to some extent. Only one worked
solely on a PC, the others used Apple Macs, and all
could work in PhotoShop. Overall, the ratio of software
involved in any initially hand-drawn work was up to
33% of the ﬁnished illustration. In some cases much
less (Graeme Gash and Chris Slane). Jacqui Colley uses
collage and ‘wild line’ for her Lolly Leopold work, and
therefore scans images in to PhotoShop and adjusts
them there, and it becomes a much closer collaboration
between software and hand-rendered art. Jacqui sees
software as just one of the choices of tool and medium.

“I don’t like imitations.
Every medium has qualities
that shouldn’t be disguised.”
Aside from familiarity with Illustrator and PhotoShop, Painter was mentioned as a great software
tool for the ‘wild line’. Warren Mahy 7 said he “does
in Painter in two days, what takes him two weeks with
real oil.” Trevor Pye uses Streamline as an intermediary programme between PhotoShop and the scanned

artwork, rendering the linework into paths and making
it more accessible for correction and colour. However
he said it does kill the interesting line because every
line has to join up before the shape can be ﬁlled with
colour. When he does do a digital illustration, it will
be discussed prior to doing it, and he still does pencil
roughs and then the line drawings, generally in ink, and
they are then scanned to be coloured in PhotoShop.
PhotoShop is the most commonly used
programme, although Illustrator was used by a
few as well. In every case, artists are very glad
of the software in that it makes
the process of ‘tidying
up’ images, or
adding and
adjusting
colour so
much quicker
and easier. And they
all use ﬁnal scans of their artwork to
digitally send them out for production.
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Illustrative work available in NZ today – overseas
involvement – how to get work in illustration.
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Few artists are involved fulltime in illustration and
paid well for it. Chris Slane, for example, has made a
name for himself in political cartoon and satire and is
highly paid for his illustrations, including work he does
for overseas clients. He does a “range of work, editorial
and commercial, which complement each other, and
even out the bumps and troughs.” Although he received
no training in illustration, he said that ‘experimentation’
was what gave him an opening into his present career.
Because of the nature of his work, he does not need to
research or set up his cartoons beforehand, but is quite
spontaneous and will send multiple copies of a cartoon
over the internet.
or Eddie Booth earning money is a much
more hand-to-mouth situation. He intends to
put together a portfolio at some stage, but
right now is caught up in working week by
week for a small range of clients and paid for each job
separately. As he put it, “If my wife didn’t work I’d be
screwed, but I still have to supplement with graphic
design.” Eddie works in PhotoShop, Illustrator, Painter,
Carrara 3D and uses a Wacom tablet, but everything
originates from hand drawn sketches. “At the moment
people pay $50 an hour for graphic design, and still
only want to pay $50 for illustration.”

Eddie is not the only illustrator I spoke to who has
a partner in fulltime work, making it possible to be involved on a less predictable income. Trevor Pye has seen
his income go down with the changes in New Zealand
publishing as they get ‘absorbed into bigger American
companies’. He feels that he needs to promote himself
more actively, but is very glad his wife works fulltime,
allowing him to pursue a range of artistic endeavours.
And David Elliott thinks it is possible to work fulltime
as an illustrator here although he feels it is a high risk
business and it would be a precarious occupation for
him without his wife Gillian’s guaranteed income.
He chooses to teach an adult drawing class 3 hours a
week just to get out of his studio and enjoy some adult
company.
Most illustrators of the ‘wild line’ in New Zealand
are working in a variety of ﬁelds, partly from choice
and partly from necessity. And the amount of time they
work solely in illustration is spread somewhere between
Chris Slane (fulltime) and Eddie, who would like to
do much more. In his own words, he ‘fell into graphic
design 8 years ago and my illustrating ability was always
utilised. Two years ago I tried to focus on it more, but
I am ﬁnding magazines have no budget, and publishers
are hard to crack.’

Eddie’s comments about the state of publishing
in New Zealand are echoed by the other illustrators I
asked. Some were more expressive in their terminology,
but it seems that there is little incentive in our present
market to be optimistic that you will receive much illustrative work, and certainly not work that may be edgy,
wild, or ‘outside the square’. And that square is dictated
by New Zealand publisher’s desire to appeal to overseas
markets, particularly a conservative American one. And
even should you attain some success in the local market,
it is rare to have your award-winning children’s book
marketed overseas by New Zealand publishers. That is
something that the illustrators who have achieved success overseas, had to do themselves. Trevor Pye suggests
that quite a number of good illustrators have left these
shores to work overseas because they saw no reason to
keep trying to illustrate (with so little incentive) here.
He admires the attitude of Canadian publishers who are
unique in that they are ‘ﬁercely protective of their own
illustrators.’ When Trevor has inquired of openings in
Canada, he has been told that they only deal with Canadian illustrators. He also praised Australian publishing
highly for the way they ‘nurture their artists and develop
their illustrations – they put out beautiful books.’
Jacqui Colley arrived in New Zealand ten years ago,

and met Kate de Goldi ﬁve years later. The two of them
collaborate in producing their books, Kate writing the
story and Jacqui illustrating it. As Jacqui says: ‘You
meet a lot of people who you could work with, but
there are only a few who you can make magic with. It’s
about trust and enjoying each other’s ability.’ Jacqui is
employed fulltime as a graphic designer, and had only
‘ﬂirted’ with illustration, never regarding it as more than
just doodling. She enjoys involvement in the whole
design of the pages, as well as the pace and rhythm of
the storytelling, and as often as possible does the typography too. When asked about fulltime illustrative work,
Jacqui said she would ﬁnd that ‘incredible if I could, but
I need a regular income.

Michael Leunig during rehearsal with Richard Tognetti and the ACO.
Photo: Peter Morris

If I did it fulltime I may have to take whatever
comes my way. Urrgh. Fortunately I can work
on projects that really challenge and inspire
me. I love the variety my life offers now, but I
would love it more if the emphasis was on the
painting and the illustrating.’
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Graeme Gash

n this regard, Jacqui has a similar philosophy to
Graeme Gash: you have to generate your own work,
to a large extent, or at least decide early on what
direction you want to take and work towards that.
Graeme had friends who came out of AUT with
him and they just did anything that came up, not
necessarily what they would have liked to have been
doing long term. He speciﬁcally focussed on the type of
work he enjoyed, and only took that sort of work on,
refusing the ‘other stuﬀ’. Over the years, that is what
Graeme says generated the clients that know what he
wants to do. He worked in an agency for two years, but
became self-employed because he didn’t like the agency
work. During this period of time he developed his own
clientele, and ‘just fell into Glengarry really’. (Graeme
has a contract
with Glengarry,
and produces the
artwork for their
newsletters and
publicity.)
In an interview on Gavin Bishop’s website, he says that he ﬁrst got
into book publishing in New Zealand through Oxford
University Press, and that they then encouraged other

branches of OUP around the world to publish reruns of
his books. He now has an agent in Washington, USA,
and is working fulltime, producing two picture books
a year, one in New Zealand and one for publication in
the States. The rest of the time he spends travelling or
doing freelance work. Gavin, like a few other illustrators
in my study, used to supplement his income with visits
to schools to talk about book illustration. These regular
visits to schools through the New Zealand book council
are something that Ross Kinnaird particularly enjoys.
For a week at a time, he has gone from the top of the
South Island or to the far North, in company with two
authors, covering ten schools in ﬁve days. He enjoys
meeting the school children and being welcomed at
schools.

“My range of work: I’ve painted on everything
from coﬃns to buses to surfboards to kid’s books to
blacklight puppet theatre and record covers. You
name it. I like it that way.” 1
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“Yeah, the kids thing is fantastic! I absolutely love
doing that. I mean, if I go to an Advertising Agency
now, people say ‘Whose this old fart?’ but when I

“I’ve been lucky
enough to have some
quite successful books
in NZ, although it
would still be difficult
to make a living
here. My real break
has been to work
with a U.S. publisher
(Philomel, New York).
That has given my
income a real boost.”

David Elliot

walk into a school, there’s a poster on the wall in there
saying ‘Welcome from Kereru School to Ross Kinnaird’
welcome, fabulous valued illustrator! Thank you for
coming. It’s a whole diﬀerent feeling.”
ne highly successful book illustrator is David
Elliot, whose ﬁrst book ‘Arthur’s Star’ was
published in 1986 by Whitcoulls. He
was a secondary school art teacher for ten
years, also doing illustrations in his spare
time. In 1997 he began full-time illustrating and writing books for children, and
teaching adults painting and drawing part-time.
Since then he has numerous books and awards to his
name from children’s publications and school readers
through to poetry and short story books. Despite his
successes, he says it would still be diﬃcult to make a living here in New Zealand. These days he works with an
American publisher, and most of his work comes direct
from the USA now.

19

Present day
– what to expect
– teaching basics of illustration to graphic students
To be an illustrator today you need a:

questing mind, intelligence,
and good brain to hand communication according to Graeme Gash. He
also recommends skill development, whether it be in
music, sport or whatever. ‘People who can actually
develop a talent into a skill, so that’s useful but you’ve
got to exercise your brain as well.’

hard
work and acute observation.
Chris Slane suggests a simpler motto:

Ross Kinnaird
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It is interesting to note that to be a good illustrator, according to those involved in it, takes more than just the
ability to apply pen to paper and good ideas. Illustrative
capability comes out of an approach to life in general
that involves all the senses and an appreciation of a wide
range of experiences. Not only do these artists express
themselves on paper in a vital and unique manner, but
their involvement in the world around them is one of
interest and continuing experience and experimentation.

Passion and tenacity are what
Jacqui Colley suggests are the main attributes of an
illustrator, although she adds that drawing talent is
important too.

“Drawing is like a
fitness.You need
to be nimble and
understand the
nuances.You can’t
expect to get it right
straight away and yet
you want it to be
fresh and smart, not
overworked or tired.
That’s the art.”
Trevor Pye said almost the same thing as Jacqui,

adaptability, tenacity,
long suﬀering, and the ability to draw were
high on the list. Persistence was mentioned
suggesting

too, just to keep on trying (both drawing and
approaching diﬀerent markets) and to go overseas. He is
a strong believer in immersing yourself in other cultures,
although he suggests that ‘you won’t be an illustrator
if you come back!’ By this I understand he means that
our market here is so small and limiting that after
experiencing the huge breadth of work and opportunity
overseas, it would be diﬃcult to deal with that narrow,
tight situation here. Eddie Booth, who works both
as a graphic designer and an illustrator, says that an
illustrator has to be good at interpreting a client’s
instructions/ideas and conveying them in a manner they
want.

Colley came out of a graphic design background, which
she still does fulltime. Graeme Gash has gone through
graphic design training at AUT, worked in an agency,
and then become self-employed, but throughout has
been involved in painting, puppet theatre and music.
David Elliot got a Fine Arts Diploma from the University of Canterbury and worked as a designer in NZ
before travelling to the UK, where he lived and worked
at Edinburgh Zoo in Scotland. Then he returned to
NZ and after teaching, is now fulltime working as an
illustrator. Eddie Booth was trained and has worked as
a graphic designer for eight years, doing illustration as
part of that. Ross Kinnaird was trained in commercial
art and has been involved in television doing storyboards for advertising as well as art directing in studios.
Today he is freelancing, doing some illustrative work for
children’s books and some travelling.

“The best [illustrators] have a wonderful
ability to capture the spirit.” David Elliot
Looking at the training and background of the artists
in this study, it seems that there is no predictable path
to follow in becoming a successful illustrator. Jacqui

Trevor Pye did his ﬁrst degree in ﬁne art in Australia,
later doing a masters at Elim in New Zealand. He
continues to be deeply involved in painting, has plans

21

Trevor Pye
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for sculpture, and does children’s book illustrations as
well.
Chris Slane claims he has never had a proper job. He
has always drawn cartoons, and got involved in working
fulltime as a cartoonist he says, when, over 20 years ago
he handed in an essay entitled “The Role of Cartoons
in Town Planning”. Chris’s work ranges from awardwinning political cartoons, the 1989 television puppet
series ‘Space Knights’, some comics. He has also done a
graphic novel called ‘Maui: Legends of the Outcast’.
hen asked whether students of graphic
design should be taught the basic elements
of illustration only Graeme Gash suggested it
wouldn’t be relevant to all of them. Then he
qualiﬁed that by adding that ‘people in general’
should splash around with paint and have a ball.

Jacqui Colley also felt that teaching the basics
shouldn’t be restricted to graphic students: “It would be
great to encourage art students to keep drawing – they
get stuck on computers. They feel that’s how they have
to achieve. I think CEO’s of companies should draw to
think laterally and present ideas visually.”
For all the illustrators asked, the idea of being able to
put pen to paper with conﬁdence was important to anyone wanting a career in visual arts. Chris Slane admitted
he had had no training but that graphic design students
should receive some basic sketching and drawing tuition. Other responses were: “I don’t know about ink and
wash, but I deﬁnitely think the ability to be able to visually interpret an idea is very important. Even if it’s just
learning to do stick ﬁgures. I used to say to the students
I taught: ‘just go and buy a big pack of A4 photocopy
paper, get a black sharpie, draw a square
– that’s the ad – draw the headline, and draw a
rough representation of a woman holding soap
powder of whatever.’ Then you can put them
all out on the ﬂoor and look at them, and at a
glance you can see which idea works best. So I
think it’s very important, rather than to get one
idea, go into the computer, ﬁnd stock art, and
render the hell out of it, and then ﬁnd your

“And perhaps not everyone needs
to draw, because there are other
avenues open to express ideas.
But anyone who has the slightest
inclination to do it should be
encouraged.” G.G.

idea doesn’t work the next day. You need to be able to
put stuﬀ down [on paper].” – Ross Kinnaird
“90% of graphic design seems to be typography
and photography. However every chance you
get to draw is great, whether trees, people or
animals. I attended four separate life drawing
classes over a year prior to attending ATI (now
AUT) to boost my folio. Although there was
no instruction, it was a beneﬁcial experience.”
– Eddie Booth
“Yes, I think the ability to at least understand
how drawing works is essential. I was lucky in
that I had Roger Hart as a drawing tutor at the
Wellington School of Design for a year before I
went to Art School. He really opened my eyes in
a very practical way.” – David Elliot
“I have always drawn, I have been lucky. It’s
not so much about tuition I think, it’s passion.
If a kid is drawing, they’re thinking visually. It
would be great to encourage art students to keep
drawing.” – Jacqui Colley

“Yes, deﬁnitely. If the basics are about drawing:
life drawing, ﬁgure drawing, representational
drawing, observational drawing, absolutely
essential. It is outrageous that some students
these days have never picked up pen and ink.
They need to ﬁnetune their vision.

Even if they are still going straight
to digital, they should know [how
to draw].” – Trevor Pye
aving ascertained that it is important to be able
to draw if you are embarking on a visual arts
career, it was interesting to discover what blend
of skill as opposed to inspiration an illustrator
should have. There are many ﬁne artists who can
render well, use the right tools, and even at the
highest level, imitate the ﬁne art masters in their
technique, but all the illustrators I spoke to felt
that a large portion of what makes a good illustrator lay
also in the ideas behind the drawing skills or technique.
From a ﬁfty-ﬁfty ratio (Chris Slane) through to 80%
perspiration 20% inspiration (Trevor Pye). Technique

Trevor Pye’s fine art adorns the walls of
his studio in Katikati
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Ralph Steadman

is a big part of illustration but inspiration is necessary
or it would be pretty dead. Graeme Gash believes
technique is hugely important, ‘you can get away with
as rough as guts and do something amazing’, he says
‘there is no denying that upskilling yourself is good, but
of equal importance is your state of mind. If you want
to be an edgy illustrator, it’s all about what’s going on in
the brain as much as in your hand.’ Jacqui Colley says
conﬁdence is the issue. If your thinking is right and you
know what you are drawing, imitate it in your mind
and act it, perform it, then draw it.

that many things inﬂuence him: a good piece of music
or a nice wine. “I can quote you [names some from the
list below] of course, everything you see or do has an
inﬂuence and that inﬂuence changes all through your
life. You can get terribly inﬂuenced by something or
someone and that moves constantly.”
Various common names came up when illustrators
quoted their inﬂuences in the past: Arthur Rackham,
Ralph Steadman, Ernest Shepard, Martin Honeysett,
Quentin Blake (all from the UK), and also Dr Seuss,
Herge, Steinberg (USA), through to Michael Leunig
(Australia). Apart from
these, Eddie Booth
admires Frank Frazetta,
whose work he ﬁrst saw
when he was 16 and he
still loves it. Also on that
list for Ross Kinnaird are people like Spike Milligan,
and also the people Ross worked with in the early days
of advertising, photographers and illustrators, ‘they were
like artists! They were wacky kind of weird people. They
used their art in the advertising if you like. Now it’s
become more like a kind of business. There seem to be
less and less people on the fringes – borderline psychotics.” At 10 years old, Trevor Pye was inﬂuenced by Mad

‘It’s mental and physical – that’s why its like a performance
to me. You need to draw on your senses, associations and
responses to things to draw with feeling.’
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David Elliot believes the idea is more important than
the technique, in fact he dislikes technique for technique’s sake.
aturally, all the illustrators I asked have been
profoundly aﬀected, from their youths, by
books and other artists. Graeme Gash has not
thought about those inﬂuences in a long time, and
probably couldn’t quote anyone these days, but says

Magazines, especially having been brought up in a
very non-literary house, very little visual art, and basic
working class. He found Disney comics and Mad were
his initial inﬂuences. Later it was Quentin Blake and the
obvious ones, but “increasingly it’s always been about
just looking at pictures”.
or David Elliot, it was the British
illustrators ﬁrst who caught his eye:
Shepard, Tenniel, Rackham . . . “and
then I discovered Peake and of course
Steadman. The Punch illustrators like
Honeysett and Hargraves, Alan Lee, and P.J. Lynch
– especially his early black and white work. Gustave
Dore, and the Americans, Brad Holland
and Chris
Van Allsburg.” David had a collection of Da Vinci’s
drawings his father had given him that he copied from
incessantly as a child.
Gavin Bishop sites his time at the Canterbury School
of Fine Arts studying painting as having the biggest
impact on his approach to making artworks. “The most
important lecturer I had there was Rudi Gopas, whose
approach to painting has stayed with me since that time.
Russell Clark was also a lecturer at Canterbury and even
though the tide at the time was against any artwork
with recognisable subject matter, he taught me that it

was okay to be interested in children’s picture book art
and book design.”
Chris Slane’s list looks a little diﬀerent: Carl Barks’
Disney artwork and the War Picture Library series. British War Comics. Whilst working on his graphic novel
‘Maui’ he was reading Bill Sienkiewicz, Dave McKean,
Jaques Tardi, George Pratt ‘and I found Mike Mignola’s
graphic style very compelling’.

You can
get terribly
influenced by
something or
someone and
that moves
constantly
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A musical interlude
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Fig. 16
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The future – will illustrative work always be wanted
– a New Zealand identity in illustration

In considering the security of their present work as
illustrators, overall the artists I spoke to were conﬁdent
that they would always have work. Those who are
presently fulltime involved in illustration were the most
conﬁdent, believing that they would always have work.
If you have an ability to draw ‘darkly, negatively,’ and
enjoy politics, then political cartooning is a good way
to go. Chris Slane was very conﬁdent and all the more
so because his work was a contrast to the ‘computer
look’ and David Elliot was also feeling no threat to his
ongoing illustrative work although he didn’t want to be
over conﬁdent.
For the others,
whose illustration
was only part of
their whole creative
output, Ross Kinnaird was sure he
would always have illustrative work to do,
but wasn’t conﬁdent
D. E.
that he would be able
to make a living out of it. He sees his future as being
promoting his own books and self-publishing. Trevor
Pye certainly did not feel 100% conﬁdent, ‘especially

“I seem to be treading water in a nice
little eddy, whilst the main current
of technology continues to stream
past. I’m not sure how long it will be
before I am found out.”
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as I tend to pull away and do painting (ﬁne art) more’.
Jacqui Colley loves the whole process of illustration too
much to consider ever just sitting at a computer. “I am
quite physical in my work – I stand, kneel, and move
around. I love the touch, smell and all the qualities of
the physical world.” Graeme Gash found the question
a hard one to answer, not because he thinks his work
might not be wanted, but because he isn’t sure himself
whether he will always want to do it.

“I might become a musician again,
but I’ll always paint or draw.”
Eddie Booth was far from sure that he would always
receive illustrative work. “You never get told 2 or 6
weeks in advance, so there’s little chance of structuring
your timetable. You just have to be ﬂexible. It’s always
‘we need it next week’ but you wait next month for
payment.”
bviously it makes a diﬀerence if you get a
contract with a publisher – and the likeliest
bet for that is to go overseas – or to ﬁnd a
niche market and be contracted to them
(like Graeme Gash and Glengarry Wines).

When asked if they believed there would always be
illustrative work available in New Zealand, there was
a surprisingly diﬀerent response. Eddie Booth was not
sure there was a market for illustration in New Zealand:
“certainly not in terms of hourly rate – its not highly
valued.” He said that clients would often choose clip
art over commissioning speciﬁc images to suit the brief.
“Skilled labour from ‘Hire a Hubby’ through to carpenters, plumbers or massage therapists command between
$35 to $75 an hour (here in Tauranga), but commissioned original artwork for commercial use is often
in the $200 to $300 range (keeping in mind that
the end user has around a $10,000 - $100,000 budget
for that campaign), making the $50ph target very hard
to achieve. Then, if you produce cartoons or caricatures,
you’re in the $50 - $150 bracket.”
Another less optimistic response about illustrative
work here came from Trevor Pye, who thought there
would only a ‘little wee place’ for it. Only for those who
are there ‘at the right time, and the right place’. And for
people like Chris Slane. (Chris himself believes there
will always be a place for hand-rendered art here).
More optimistically, Jacqui Colley hopes there will
be, because “it reﬂects our thinking and is a

And David Elliot ‘for the foreseeable future at least’
could see a place for hand-rendered artwork. Ross Kinnaird believed there would always illustrative work here
as well, ‘deﬁnitely’.
s far as whether there was a New Zealand
factor to illustrations done here, most felt
that apart from subject matter there was little
to distinguish it from other countries. David
Elliot thinks we still have a strong ‘British’ bias in
our book illustration, which continues because of
the price and distribution of American examples,
“however there are certainly some very talented
illustrators out there able to bring a particularly New
Zealand and more especially, Maori and Paciﬁc, feel
to their work. It would be great to see them get some
international recognition.” Trevor Pye thinks that it
depends on the market. “Frizzell is very famous for
his style, but Hairy McClary is not particularly New
Zealand.” He believes that in order to appeal to a universal market, “you can’t aﬀord to be too New Zealand,
because Americans in particular, will say ‘what’s this?’”
He was talking mostly of the educational market, which
is bigger than the trade market (books from bookshops).

Detail from Jacqui Colley’s ‘Uncle Jack’
illustration

direct and spontaneous reflection of society.”
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here are a lot of trade books in New Zealand that are
New Zealand books, but they make very little money.
“If you’re asking me if there is a New Zealand factor
to our illustration style, like there is to our music, at
this point in time I don’t think there is,” said Graeme
Gash. He deﬁnitely believes there are Paciﬁc elements
coming through, “so that to that extent probably there
is some inﬂuence – things like paua, certain shapes,
icons, those things come through which in other parts
of the world would not be seen.” As far as the ‘wild line’
is concerned, he didn’t see it as having anything speciﬁc
to this country.
Personally, I liked what Jacqui Colley had to say
about the New Zealand factor:
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“If anything, our thinking.
I think we have to go out on
a limb because we are used
to having to prove ourselves.
We work hard to belong on a
world stage. The advantage is
that we surprise the world with
our polished, intelligent, left
ﬁeld approach. We don’t have
to follow all the mainstream
trends, we have a kind of
incubator going on here.”
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t is evident from my interviews with the illustrators
of the ‘wild line’ in New Zealand that there is still
work in this genre and for some, fulltime work.
The techniques being used to produce these handrendered illustrations are the same techniques that
were used centuries ago, even though the ﬁnal stage
of producing that work for publishing has greatly
changed through the advance of technology. Whereas in
the early days of print, drawings which had undergone
various stages of development to reach the ﬁnal concept
were then transferred to wood block for printing,
nowadays they are scanned and sent digitally.

I interviewed were passionate, visual people, who
would be working in various medium and expressing
themselves visually whether or not they were paid for it.
Communication is valued, but it is the thrill of opening
up new worlds and stretching the boundaries that was a
common thread for these artists. Not being limited by
their tools, and being able to be surprised by something
they did not expect.
For some computer software was of assistance in
rendering the ﬁnal drawing, for others it was only the
vehicle to transport it to the printer. They could all
produce their artwork without the aid of computers.

That tactile element of physically putting pen
to paper is part of the pleasure that all of these
illustrators enjoy and something that assists, and
is part of, the development of the final concept
for them.
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The idea is of great importance, and can only be
achieved by a combination of hand and mind working
together, a ‘hands on’ approach. Each of the artists

As far as employment as a ‘wild line’ illustrator in
New Zealand goes, the range of work is very broad.
From murals on walls, puppet theatre (Graeme Gash,

Chris Slane), storyboards for television and advertising or ﬁlm-making, through to the most common:
children’s books, either educational or trade (direct
to public through bookstores). However, there is not
enough of this type of work for everyone, particularly in
book publishing. The rare few who have carved a niche
for themselves in a given area, are doing well. The others
have gone to publishers overseas, or are supplementing
their income by doing other work – in some cases this
is part of the variety that the illustrator enjoys anyway.
Book publishing in New Zealand was universally
described as narrow, conﬁning and not aggressive
enough in marketing local illustrators
overseas.
Apart from
book publishing,
illustrators were
not paid highly
enough in the advertising market for their work. While
it is becoming possible to reach globally for work in illustration, it is also possible for illustrations to be drawn
from clip art and a global base much more cheaply by
studios that don’t want to pay for a commissioned piece
of work.

n summing up: if you want to be involved as an
illustrator in New Zealand today, you need to be
either an exceptionally talented or persistent artist,
or enjoy employment in other ﬁelds to make up the
shortfall in your income. There is work out there,
but you need to think globally, and you should
consider carefully what options are available to
you, what you enjoy doing, and focus on achieving the
variety you want within those options. Stay involved in
a breadth of pursuits, keep an eye on trends and new
technology, and be prepared to adapt and change to
keep your work fresh and ‘edgy’.

To be fulltime employed as a
children’s book illustrator is to
have an agent overseas.
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Fig. 1. © Michael Leunig, from ‘Strange Creature’, reprinted with permission from Penguin Australia Group
Fig. 2/3 © Ralph Steadman, ‘Animal Farm’ 1995, Martin Secker & Warburg Ltd, London
Fig. 4 George Finey, © Alexander Turnbull Library
Fig. 5/6 © Jacqui Colley, ‘Uncle Jack’ 2005, Trapeze Publishing Ltd, NZ
Fig. 7 © Graeme Gash. Glengarry Newsletter artwork
Fig. 8 © Graeme Gash, ‘Napoleon and the Chicken Farmer’, published by Mallinson Rendel Publishers Limited
Fig. 9/10 © Graeme Gash. Glengarry Newsletter artwork
Fig. 11 © David Elliot
Fig. 12 © David Elliot, ‘Triss’ Redwall Series 2002
Fig. 13/14 © Ross Kinnaird
Fig. 15 © Trevor Pye
Fig. 16 © Jenny Jeﬀries ‘Quartet’ 2006
Fig. 17 © Graeme Gash. Glengarry Newsletter artwork
Fig. 18 © Michael Leunig, from ‘Strange Creature’, reprinted with permission from Penguin Australia Group
Fig. 19 © Chris Slane
Fig. 20/21 © Eddie Booth
Fig. 22 © Jenny Jeﬀries ‘Dublin’ 2006
Fig. 23 © Jenny Jeﬀries ‘Auckland’ 2006
The illustrations listed above that appear throughout the publication may not be reproduced in any form - print or
electronic - without the prior consent of the illustrators.
All undesignated illustrations and background artwork were done by the author.
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I would also like to thank John Allison,
Mark Pulsford and Robin Smith from
Auckland University of Technology, who
provided invaluable assistance to me in
completing this dissertation.

y thanks go to the artists below, who willingly and
promptly gave of their time and knowledge to me.
I was surprised, in all cases, by the enthusiasm with
which they greeted the chance to explain their work and
to comment on the state of illustration in New Zealand
from their point of view. It has been of great beneﬁt
to me, and I hope to any ‘wild line’ illustrator heading
out into employment in New Zealand who happens by
some freak of chance to read one of the two copies of
this dissertation.
Ross Kinnaird, ‘Why Do Dogs Sniﬀ Bottoms?’
(2002) which won the Children’s Choice Award 2003,
‘Doggy Doo on my Shoe’, ‘Seagull Sid and the naughty
things his seagulls did!’ among a range of other titles.
Graeme Gash, former singer/songwriter with the 70s
group ‘Waves’, illustrator of ‘Napoleon and the Chicken
Farmer’ Lianza Children’s Book Award Winner, Glengarry Wineletter illustrator among many other roles.
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Trevor Pye, ﬁne artist, award winning ‘Grandma
McGarvey’ series of children’s books, ‘My Aunt Mary
Went Shopping’, and many other books and illustrations.

Chris Slane, political cartoonist and satirist with the
Listener, North South Magazine, and other publications, ‘Maui: Legends of the Outcast’ Comics Journal,
‘Space Knights’ television puppet series, Dark Horse’s
Star Wars Tales comic series.
Jacqui Colley, ‘Uncle Jack’, ‘Clubs: A Lolly Leopold
Story’ New Zealand Post Book of the Year and Best
Picture award. Fine art, video documentary, and print.
Eddie Booth, ‘Grandma’s Wooden Leg’ and many
other games and illustrations for clients like Watties,
Mercedes, and Holdsons.
David Elliot, ‘Sydney and the Seamonster’ 1999
(Honour award in 2000 NZ Post Book of the Year),
‘Arthur and the Dragon’ 1989, ‘Triss’ Redwall Series
2002 and numerous other books and illustrations.
Gavin Bishop, ‘The House that Jack Built’ 1999,
‘Mrs McGinty and the Bizarre Plant’ 1981, ‘Hinepau’
1993 and many other books. I gleaned information
about Gavin from his website, without a direct interview.
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